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Abstract

We describe and characterize a multiplex CARS microspectroscopic system that uses a nanosecond supercontinuum generated from a photonic crystal fiber and a sub-nanosecond pulse laser. This system has a high spectral resolution (<0.1 cm\(^{-1}\)) and an ultrabroadband spectral coverage (>2500 cm\(^{-1}\)). The estimated spatial resolutions are 0.45 \(\mu\)m (lateral) and 4.5 \(\mu\)m (axial), respectively. This system enables us to obtain CARS spectra corresponding images in the fingerprint region as well in the CH stretch region. Using this system, we have successfully obtained label-free and multi-mode vibrational images of a yeast cell.
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Introduction

Vibrational spectroscopy, based on infrared (IR) absorption and Raman scattering, provides a powerful means for investigating biological samples at the molecular level. Vibrational spectra are highly sensitive to molecular structure and are often called the “molecular fingerprints”. One promising application of vibrational spectroscopy is vibrational microscopy. In fact, vibrational microscopy attracts much attention these days as a chemical imaging tool with high vibrational specificity. Because of its noninvasive nature, vibrational microscopy has been applied extensively in life/biological sciences as well as in material
sciences. For biological applications, Raman microscopy [1] is more advantageous than infrared microscopy in two aspects. First, Raman microscopy has higher spatial resolution than infrared due to the diffraction limit. Second, Raman spectroscopy is not seriously interfered by water, which has very strong absorption in the infrared region. Various linear and nonlinear optical techniques have been developed recently in order to promote Raman microscopy to become a practical tool for studying living systems. Among them, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy is promising as a high-speed bioimaging tool [2; 3]. CARS is one of the nonlinear Raman processes which provide vibrational spectral information [4]. In the CARS process, both the pump (ω₁) and Stokes (ω₂) laser pulses interact with a molecule. If the frequency difference between those two (ω₁-ω₂) matches a vibrational frequency of the sample molecule (Ω), a vibrational coherence is driven. Subsequently, this vibrational coherence is probed by the third laser pulse, giving rise to a strong CARS signal with frequency of 2ω₁-ω₂ (Fig. 1b). CARS is one-photon fluorescence free, since the wavelength of the CARS signal is blue-shifted from those of the incident laser pulses. Thus, CARS microscopy has the possibility to complement spontaneous Raman microscopy. In a past decade, CARS microscopy has made considerable progresses for high-speed molecular imaging [5; 6; 7]. However, current CARS microscopy using two narrow band laser pulses is not suitable for obtaining Raman spectra because it requires a sophisticated laser wavelength scanning technique. We cannot easily obtain full spectral
information of molecules with conventional CARS microscopy.

In order to obtain Raman spectral information in a simple way, we have extended CARS microscopy to CARS microspectroscopy by using the multiplex CARS method. In the multiplex CARS process [8], we induce multiple vibrational coherences simultaneously by using a broadband light source as the Stokes pulse. By introducing the third pulse, we can obtain multiplex CARS spectra with multiple vibrational resonances. Thus, CARS microspectroscopy enables us to obtain a wealth of vibrational information of molecules without any elaborate scanning technique. Recently, a supercontinuum (SC) has been used as the Stokes laser for extending the spectral coverage of a CARS microspectrometer. The SC generated from the combination of a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with a femtosecond (fs) or picosecond (ps) laser source is widely used in multiplex CARS microspectroscopy [9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14]. However, because of the large linewidth of a fs or ps laser (typically, 10 cm\(^{-1}\)), the spectral resolution of CARS spectra is not enough to resolve the fingerprint region spectra (1800~800 cm\(^{-1}\)), where many bands are located close to one another. Very recently, a SC has become obtainable with the combination of a PCF with sub-nanosecond (sub-ns) microchip laser. This technique provides a low-cost, compact and ultrabroadband light source [15; 16; 17; 18; 19]. The linewidth of the pump laser (< 0.1 cm\(^{-1}\)) is narrow enough to separate each band in the conjugated fingerprint region. In addition, the peak intensity of the ns laser is more than 10 times higher than that of a mode-lock ps laser with the same average power.
since the repetition rate of the ns laser (33 kHz) is much lower than that of a picosecond oscillator (typically in the order of 100 MHz). This high peak intensity is advantageous for generating a CARS signal efficiently. We have developed a multiplex CARS microspectrometer that employs this technique [20; 21]. By using a nanosecond laser source as the pump radiation in the multiplex CARS process, we have greatly improved the spectral resolution of the system. Based on this system, we have developed quantitative CARS microspectroscopy with the use of the maximum entropy method (MEM) [21], polarization-resolved CARS microspectroscopy [22] and multi-modal imaging system including CARS, second harmonic generation, third harmonic generation and third sum frequency generation [23]. In this paper, we describe the details of the system that we have developed and its application to living cell studies.

**Experimental**

**Methods**

The schematic of our CARS microspectroscopic system is show in Fig. 2a. A dual-output compact laser source has been used. The pump source is a passively Q-switched 1064-nm microchip laser. Typical temporal duration, repetition rate and average power are < 1 ns, 33 kHz and ~300 mW, respectively. The fundamental laser beam is equally divided into two parts with a beam splitter. One part is directly used as the pump radiation (~5 kW peak power;
~150mW average power; <0.1 cm\(^{-1}\) linewidth) of the CARS process after adjusting its power with a variable neutral density filter. The other part is introduced into a 6-m-long air-silica PCF, characterized by a 2.5 \(\mu\)m hole diameter and a 4-\(\mu\)m hole-to-hole spacing, which result in a zero-dispersion wavelength of 1040 nm for the fundamental guided mode of the structure.

The strong third-order nonlinear effects, that occur all along the propagation in the fiber, create white laser emission at the fiber output, with >100 \(\mu\)W/nm spectral power density from 1.05 \(\mu\)m to 1.6 \(\mu\)m. Figure 2b shows a typical spectrum of the white laser. This white laser beam is used for the Stokes radiation of the CARS process. The pump and Stokes beams are passed through several filters to eliminate anti-Stokes spectral components, superimposed by a notch filter, and introduced into the modified inverted microscope (Nikon: ECLIPSE Ti).

Typical spectral profiles of the pump and Stokes pulses are shown in Fig. 2c. The spectrum the Stokes pump covers a wide range of vibrational resonances (>3000 cm\(^{-1}\)) with the 1064 nm pump pulse. In the previous study, we showed that the Stokes light is well-defined in time-frequency domain [20]. The spectral distortion around 1.35 \(\mu\)m is due to the absorption of the overtone/combination of the OH stretch bands in the fiber and filters in the system. The pump and Stokes pulses are tightly focused onto the sample with an objective (Nikon: Plan Fluor 100x/NA 1.3). The CARS signal generated by the sample is collected by another objective (Nikon: Apo NIR 60x/NA 1.0) and guided into a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments: SpectraPro2300i and PIXIS 100BR). There is no fine delay line in the setup.
Materials

The sample was living fission yeast *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* (*S. pombe*). The cells were cultured in YE medium. For the preparation of samples of CARS microspectroscopic measurements, the growing cells and the YE broth were placed between cover glasses. The edge of the cover glass was sealed with Vaseline to prevent the volatilization of the medium. Because of a small quantity of the sample, yeast cells were immobilized. All measurements were performed at room temperature.

Results and discussion

Figure 3a shows an intensity-corrected multiplex CARS spectrum of crystalline L-cystine. The molecular structure of L- cystine is shown in Fig. 3b. The intensity correction has been carried out using the nonresonant background signal of an underneath cover glass measured under the same experimental condition. The CARS spectrum gives a slightly dispersive line shape due to the interference with the nonresonant background. The CARS spectrum of L-cystine shows many peaks due to various Raman resonances. The intense peaks around 2965 cm\(^{-1}\), 2910 cm\(^{-1}\) and 500 cm\(^{-1}\) originate from the CH\(_3\) degenerate stretch, the CH\(_3\) symmetric stretch and the disulfide bond stretch (S-S), respectively. In addition, the spectral
profile in the fingerprint region is obtained simultaneously (the inset of Fig. 3a). All the sharp features in the inset of Fig. 3a originate from vibrational resonances. Thus, simultaneous detection of all the CARS signals between 500 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3000 cm\(^{-1}\) is performed with high spectral resolution. The spectral resolution is determined not by the laser line width but by the dispersion of the polychromator.

Figure 4a shows the CARS intensity dependence curve of the 1310 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman band (NO\(_2\) symmetric stretch) at the edge of an N, N-dimethyl-para-nitroaniline crystal. By fitting this curve with a step function convoluted with a Gaussian, we determined the full width at half-maximum to be 0.45 µm. Figure 4b shows the depth dependence of the CARS signal of liquid ethanol at 883 cm\(^{-1}\) (the C-C stretch), which is measured across the interface between the cover glass and the liquid. The intensity profile is fitted well with a step function convoluted with a Gaussian. From the fitting, the axial spatial resolution of the present CARS microspectrometer is estimated to be 4.5 µm.

Figures 5a-c show three CARS spectra in the CH stretch region obtained from three different positions in a living cell. They give highly dispersive line shapes due to the interference between the CARS and the nonresonant background signals. We employ the maximum entropy method (MEM) to extract the amplitude and phase of vibrational resonances from the complicated CARS spectra [24; 25] that we observe. The MEM does not require any a priori information about the vibrational bands but still is able to retrieve the
phase information on the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the CARS process, $\chi^{(3)}$. The imaginary part of $\chi^{(3)}$, $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$, corresponds to a spontaneous Raman spectrum, whose intensity is proportional to molecular concentration. Figures 5d-f show the $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra converted by MEM from the observed multiplex CARS spectra in Figs. 5a-c, respectively. The dispersive line shapes in Figs. 5a-c are successfully converted into the band shapes similar to spontaneous Raman spectra. Subsequently, we employed a singular value decomposition analysis to reduce the noise in the $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra [26]. The results are shown in Figs. 5g-i. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is considerably improved compared with the $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra in Figs. 5d-f.

We now discuss the $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra in Figs. 5g-i. The spectrum in Fig. 5g shows the intense and sharp CH$_2$ signal at 2850 cm$^{-1}$, which originates from lipid molecules. On the other hand, both of the $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra in Figs. 5h and i show strong CH$_3$ signals. Considering the fact that proteins have a larger CH$_3$/CH$_2$ ratio than lipids, we conclude that these spectra are obtained from a protein rich part of the cell. The spectra in Figs. 5h and 5i look similar to each other but show a slight difference of the band shape, reflecting the difference of chemical compositions between the two positions. Furthermore, our quantitative CARS technique enables us to observe relatively small bands in this region, the bands around 2730 cm$^{-1}$ (CH stretch) and 3050 cm$^{-1}$ (C=C-H stretch), which are not detectable in usual CARS microscopy. Thus, even in the CH stretch region, CARS microspectroscopic approach enables us to obtain
much more detailed vibrational information than that obtainable from CARS microscopy.

We are able to observe the multiplex CARS spectra in the fingerprint region simultaneously. Figures 6 a-c show three fingerprint region CARS spectra from the three positions, where Figs. 5a-c are obtained, respectively. We employ the same MEM and SVD analysis. The results are shown in Figs. 6d-f and Fig. 6g-i, respectively. The dispersive CARS spectra with a low SNR are converted to Im[$\chi^{(3)}$] spectra with a high SNR by the MEM and SVD. By comparison with our previous spontaneous Raman study [27], the overall spectral features of the spectrum in Fig. 6g is measured from a lipid rich part and Figs. 6h and 6i from a protein rich part of the cell. This is consistent with the discussion for the CH stretch region given above. The broadband spectral profile around 1100 cm$^{-1}$ in Fig. 6i is similar to the polysaccharide such as mannan and $\beta$-1,3-glucan, contained in a matured septum of a cell.

Figure 7 shows label-free and multi-mode (9 frequencies) Im[$\chi^{(3)}$] images of a living yeast cell. Peak intensities of Im[$\chi^{(3)}$] spectra are used for constructing these images. The exposure time for each pixel is 50 msec and each image consists of 21 x 41 pixel. The overall acquisition time is 45 sec. The intense CH stretch band around 2880 cm$^{-1}$ is decomposed into three, the CH$_3$ stretch (2930 cm$^{-1}$), CH$_2$ stretch (2850 cm$^{-1}$) and these superposition (around 2880 cm$^{-1}$) by fitting the CARS spectra with a sum of three Lorentzian. The Raman bands at 1665, 1446, and 1003 cm$^{-1}$ are assigned to the lipid C=C stretch/the protein amide I, the CH bend and phenylalanine residues. The Raman band at 1602 cm$^{-1}$ is called the "Raman
spectroscopic signature of life” by us, sharply reflecting the metabolic activity of a yeast cell [27; 28]. We can classify the $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ images into four groups. The first group consists of the images in Figs. 7c, d, f. They show localized and intense signals inside the cell. The images of this group are ascribed to lipid molecules, probably contained in lipid droplets. The second one is the image in Fig. 7i. The image shows a homogeneous distribution. Since the Raman band at 1003 cm$^{-1}$ is assigned to the phenylalanine residues, this image most probably reflects the distribution of proteins inside the cell. The third one is the images in Figs. 7a, e, g. They look like the sum of images in the first and second group. This result is consistent with the band assignments. The Raman signals giving the images in this category are found not only for lipid molecules but also for proteins. The fourth one is the image in Fig. 7h. The image shows relatively localized signal at the middle of the cell. Since the broad Raman band at 1100 cm$^{-1}$ is assigned to polysaccharides, the intense signal at the middle of the cell reflects the matured septum of the cell. The images in Figs. 7a, i also show strong signals at the middle of the cell but the images in Figs. 7c, f show no signal there. This fact suggests that the matured septum contains abundant proteins and small quantity of lipid molecules. Our previous CARS study on a fission yeast cell [12] was unable to detect such minute differences of chemical compositions of the septum because of its low spectral resolution.

**Conclusion**
We have described the details of our CARS microspectrometer giving its spectral resolution, spectral coverage and spatial resolutions. A nanosecond SC generated from a PCF combined with a sub-nanosecond microchip laser has improved the spectral resolution and extended the spectral coverage considerably. By using this system, we have successfully obtained vibrational spectra and images of a living cell. Multiplex CARS microspectroscopy using a nanosecond SC will find extensive applications not only in life/biological sciences but also in other fields including material sciences.
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Figure captions.

Figure 1 Diagrams for spontaneous Raman scattering (a), CARS (b) and multiplex CARS process (c).

Figure 2 (a) Schematics of our ultrabroadband multiplex CARS microspectrometer. (b) Typical spectrum of the white laser (linear scale). Note that the intensity at the 1064 nm is out of this vertical range. (c) Typical spectra of the pump and Stokes laser pulses (linear scale).

Figure 3 (a) An intensity-corrected CARS spectrum of $\text{L-}$cystine. The inset is the expanded spectrum in the fingerprint region (linear scale). (b) The molecular structure of $\text{L-}$cystine.

Figure 4 CARS intensity profiles of $\text{N, N-}$para-nitroaniline in lateral (a) and of ethanol in axis (b) (linear scale).

Figure 5 (a-c) Typical CARS spectra in the CH stretch region of a living yeast cell, (d-f) $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra obtained by MEM, (g-i) $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra after a SVD analysis. All the spectra are plotted in a linear scale.

Figure 6 CARS spectra in the fingerprint region corresponding to Fig. 4, (d-f) $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra obtained by MEM, (g-i) $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ spectra after a SVD analysis. All the spectra are plotted in a linear scale.

Figure 7 Label-free and multi-frequency (9 frequencies) $\text{Im}[\chi^{(3)}]$ images of a living yeast cell at the Raman shift of 2930, 2880, 2850, 2725, 1665, 1602, 1446, 1100, 1003 cm$^{-1}$ (a-i).
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